Puppy Deposit and Sales Agreement

SELLER: Billy & Nancy King
Mailing address: 228 Big Ditch Road, Adairsville, GA 30103

PUPPY
Buyer acknowledges that nature and size is not always predictable.
Puppy will have received its first shots and been wormed.
We STRONGLY recommend a neutered/spayed pet.
DEPOSIT in the amount of $ 200.00 is required to hold this Puppy for the Buyer until date of
Delivery.
There are no refunds on Deposits, unless otherwise agreed here in writing. Failure of the Buyer
to complete this purchase would subject Seller to lost opportunities to sell the Puppy to some
other Buyer and retention of the Deposit is meant to compensate Seller for his possible
loss. This deposit signifies the intent on the part of the Buyer to follow through with the
Purchase of this Puppy.
The Seller reserves the right to void this transaction and refund the Deposit if we learn of any
reason why Buyer might not be suitable for the puppy ( i.e. Buyer is found to be an animal
abuser, violent person, representative of a Pet Store, representative of a pharmaceutical research
laboratory etc.) .
If the transaction is voided or if through some tragic accident the Puppy were to die or otherwise
be seriously injured before it goes to its new home then, of course, the deposit will be returned to
the Buyer.
PREFERRED DEPOSIT PAYMENT METHOD
Our preferred method of deposit payment is by Cash or Credit Card
We will not reserve a Puppy until the deposit is received and cannot guarantee that a Puppy will
be available later.
DELIVERY DATE
This Puppy will be available for the Buyer to pick up personally at 228 Big Ditch Rd NW
Adairsville, GA as agreed upon on or after the puppy is 8 weeks old. This date is based on our
estimation of when the puppy will be ready to leave its Mom.
If the Buyer is not able to pick up the puppy on the agreed upon Delivery Date, we will be glad
to continue caring for the Puppy for a reasonable time-limited to 14 days unless otherwise
arranged, but we will add a charge of $5.00 per day for boarding for every day beginning on the
14th day after the scheduled pickup date.

BUYER RESPONSIBILITY
Keep the Puppy free from harm and bad interactions with other people, dogs and animals. Any
negative exposure of the puppy to a bad experience with other dogs or people can cause lasting
effects. Be gentle with your Puppy and use Positive Reinforcement to train him. Do NOT hit
your puppy or do silly things like rub his nose in urine or feces “accidents”.
HEALTH GUARANTEE
Puppy is guaranteed to be healthy upon delivery or pickup. The puppy should be examined by
the buyer vet within 3 business days of leaving sellers premises. If puppy is found to be fatally
ill within 3 business days of delivery/pickup, money will be refunded.
Great care is exercise to prevent or eliminate parasites such as worms (round worms, hook
worms, tape worms, and coccidia) fleas, ear mites and ringworms. However, since these are
quite common among animals we cannot guarantee any animal to be totally parasite or fungus
free.
Accidents at the fault of the Buyer are not included.
Transportation costs (if any) will not be refunded and are not included in this
guarantee. Expenses of treatment, exams and tests are the financial responsibility of the
Buyer.
Failure to have the puppy examined by a vet within three days of the date the puppy is delivered
to Buyer or if Buyer fails to provide required immunizations, treatment or de-worming’s, will
mean that this guarantee will be void.

GENERAL
This written Agreement contains all of the terms of this Puppy Deposit and Sales
Agreement. No refunds will be given, all deposits are non-refundable and all sales are final.

